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Abstract: The notions of-soft nano subspaces, soft nano-closure and soft nano interior-in soft nano topological spaces 

are-introduced. Also, a new classes of sets namely weakly-soft nano g-closed sets, weakly soft nano-g-open sets and 

corresponding-closure and interior are introduced and their properties are investigated.. Further, the inter-relationship 

between-these new classes of soft nano sets with existing soft nano sets in soft nano topological spaces-are-studied. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Soft set theory was introduced by Molodtsov [12] to overcome the drawbacks of theory of-

probability, the interval-mathematics and-theory of-fuzzy sets. A soft set over a universal set U is 

a structure (F, E) such that F: E→P(U), where E is a-parameter set and P(U) is the power set of U. 

Shabir and Naz [13] introduced-the concept of soft topological-spaces and studied-the notions of 

soft-open sets, soft closed-sets, soft closure, soft-interior, soft-neighbourhood of a point and soft 

separation axioms. Theoretical studies and developments are made by many researchers in the 
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field of soft sets and soft topological spaces [1], [3], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11]. Thivagar [14] 

introduced the concept-of nano-topology, using approximation spaces. Based on these 

backgrounds, Benchalli et al. [7] initiated the notion of soft nano-topological spaces, with the 

utilization of-soft set equivalence relation on the universal set and soft approximation spaces on a 

soft subset of the universal set. 

Let U be the initial universal set, E is the set of parameters whose elements are attributes, 

characteristics or properties of the objects in U. Then, [4] the triplet (U, R, E), where R is a soft 

equivalence relation on U, is said to be the-soft approximation space for any subset X of U if: 

(i) The-soft lower approximation-of X corresponding to R and E is the set-of all objects, 

denoted and defined-by (LR(X), E) = ∪  {R(x): R(x) ⊆ X}, where R(x) denotes-the 

equivalence-class determined by x ∈ U. 

(ii) The soft-upper approximation of X corresponding to R and E is the set-of all objects, 

denoted and defined by (UR(X), E) = ∪ {R(x): R(x) ∩ X ≠ ∅}. 

(iii)The soft boundary-region of X corresponding to R and E is the-set of all objects, denoted 

and defined by (BR(X), E) = (UR(X), E) - (LR(X), E). 

The family, {τR(X), U, E} = {∅, U, (LR(X), E), (UR(X), E), (BR(X), E)} is called as the soft nano 

topology on (U, E) with-respect to X. Elements of soft nano-topology are known as the soft-nano 

open sets and their complements are known as the-soft nano closed sets. 

In continuation, Benchalli et al. [5], [6] introduced the notions of soft-nano semi-open, soft-nano 

pre-open, soft-nano α-open, soft-nano β-open via δ-operation and soft-nano generalized closed 

sets as well as their corresponding complement sets.  

In the present work, the notions of soft nano subspaces, soft nano-closure and soft-nano 

interior in soft-nano subspaces are initiated. The pivotal objective is to propose the concepts of 

weakly soft-nano g-closed sets, weakly soft-nano g-open sets and their properties are investigated. 

Further, the inter-relationship between these new classes of soft nano-sets with existing soft nano-

sets in soft nano-topological spaces are studied. In addition, the definitions of weakly soft-nano g-

neighbourhood of a point, weakly-soft nano g-neighbourhood of a set, weakly soft nano-g-interior 
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points and weakly soft nano g-limit points are introduced. 

Throughout this paper, let U denotes the initial universal set and SNO(U, E) denotes the family 

of-all soft nano open sets in soft nano topological space (τR(X), U, E). 

 

2. SOFT NANO SUBSPACES 

In this-section, we define-soft nano subspaces and give some properties of soft nano subspaces. 

Definition 2.1: Let (τR(X), U, E) be a soft nano-topological space. Let Y-be a non-empty subset 

of U such that X ⊆ Y ⊆ U and Y/R ⊆ U/R. Then, {τR
*(X), Y, E} = {∅, Y, (LR

*(X), E), (UR
*(X), 

E), (BR
*(X), E)} is called-a soft nano-relative topology on-Y, 

where, (LR
*(X), E) = (LR(X), E) ∩ Y, (UR

*(X), E) = (UR(X), E) ∩ Y, (BR
*(X), E) = (BR(X), E) ∩ 

Y = (UR
*(X), E) - (LR

*(X), E) with (LR(X), E), (UR(X), E), (BR(X), E) ∈ SNO(U, E). 

Then, the-structure (τR
*(X), Y, E) is said to be a soft nano subspace of (τR(X), U, E). The 

elements of soft nano relative topology are-known as soft nano Y-open sets-and the family of all 

soft nano-Y-open sets is denoted by SNO(Y, E). The complements-of soft nano Y-open sets are 

known-as soft nano Y-closed sets. 

Remark 2.2: {τR
*(X), Y, E} is a soft-nano topology on Y. 

Examples 2.3: Let U = {a, b, c, d}, E = {m1, m2, m3}, U/R = {{a}, {d}, {b, c}} and X = {a, c} ⊆ 

U. Then (LR(X), E) = {(m1,1{a}), (m2,1{a}), (m3,1{a})}, (UR(X), E) = {(m1,1{a, b, c}), (m2,1{a, 

b, c}), (m3,1{a, b, c})}, (BR(X), E) = {(m1,1{b, c}), (m2,1{b, c}), (m3,1{b, c})}. Therefore, {τR(X), 

U, E} = {∅,-U,-(LR(X), E),-(UR(X), E),-(BR(X), E)} is a soft nano-topology on U. Let Y = {a, b, 

c}. Then, X ⊆ Y ⊆ U and Y/R = {{a}, {b, c}} ⊆ U/R. Hence, {τR
*(X), Y, E} = {∅, Y, {(m1, {a}), 

(m2, {a}), (m3, {a})}, {(m1, {a, b, c}), (m2, {a, b, c}), (m3, {a, b, c})}, {(m1, {b, c}), (m2, {b, c}), 

(m3, {b, c})}} is a soft nano relative topology on Y and (τR
*(X), Y, E) is a soft nano subspace of 

(τR(X), U, E). 
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Also, when Y = {a, c, d}, {τR
*(X), Y, E} = {∅, Y, {(m1, {a}), (m2, {a}), (m3, {a})}, {(m1, {a, c}), 

(m2, {a, c}), (m3, {a, c})}, {(m1, {c}), (m2, {c}), (m3, {c})}} is a soft nano relative topology on Y 

and (τR
*(X), Y, E) is a soft nano subspace of (τR(X), U, E). 

Similarly, for Y = {a, c} and Y = U = {a, b, c, d}. 

Definition 2.4: Let (τR
*(X), Y, E) be a soft nano subspace of (τR(X), U, E) and (A, E) be any soft 

set over Y. Then the soft nano closure of (A, E) in (τR
*(X), Y, E) is defined as SNCl(A, E) ∩ Y 

and is denoted by SNClY(A, E), where SNCl(A, E) is soft nano closure of (A, E) in (τR(X), U, E). 

Remarks 2.5: Let (τR
*(X), Y, E) be a soft nano subspace of (τR(X), U, E) and (A, E), (B, E) are 

any soft sets over Y. Then theIfollowing resultsIhold good: 

i) SNClY(∅) = ∅ and SNClY(Y) = Y 

ii) (A, E) ⊆ SNClY(A, E) 

iii) SNClY(SNClY(A, E)) = SNClY(A, E) 

iv) (A, E) ⊆ (B, E) implies SNClY(A, E) ⊆ SNClY(B, E) 

v) SNClY[(A, E) ∪ (B, E)] = SNClY(A, E) ∪ SNClY(B, E) 

vi) SNClY[(A, E) ∩ (B, E)] ⊆ SNClY(A, E) ∩ SNClY(B, E) 

Definition 2.6: Let (τR
*(X), Y, E) be a soft nano subspace of (τR(X), U, E). Then the soft nano 

interior of (A,E) ⊆ (Y, E) in (τR
*(X), Y, E), denoted by SNIntY(A, E) is defined as SNInt(A, E) 

∩ Y, where SNInt(A, E) is soft nano interior of (A, E) in (τR(X), U, E). 

Remarks 2.7: Let (τR
*(X), Y, E) be a soft nano subspace of (τR(X), U, E) and (A, E), (B, E) are 

any soft sets over Y. Then, 

i) SNIntY(∅) = ∅ 

ii) SNIntY(A, E) ⊆ (A, E) 

iii) SNIntY(SNIntY(A, E)) = SNIntY(A, E) 
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iv) (A, E) ⊆ (B, E) implies SNIntY(A, E) ⊆ SNIntY(B, E) 

v) SNIntY(A, E) ∪ SNInt(B, E) ⊆ SNIntY[(A, E) ∪ (B, E)] 

vi) SNIntY[(A, E) ∩ (B, E)] = SNIntY(A, E) ∩ SNIntY(B, E) 

 

3. WEAKLY SOFT NANO GENERALIZED CLOSED SETS 

In this section, we define weakly soft nano generalized closed (in short WSNg-closed) sets by 

using soft nano open sets and study some properties of WSNg-closed sets. 

Definition 3.1: A soft subset (G, E) over U is said to be a weakly soft nano g-closed (briefly 

WSNg-closed) set in (τR(X), U, E) if and only if SNCl(SNInt(G, E)) ⊆ (A, E) whenever (G, E) ⊆ 

(A, E) and (A, E) is soft nano open. The family of all WSNg-closed sets over U is denoted by 

WSNgC(U, E). 

Example 3.2: Let U = {a, b, c, d}, E = {m1, m2, m3}, U/R = {{a}, {d}, {b, c}} and X = {a, c} ⊆ 

U. Then (LR(X), E) = {(m1, {a}), (m2, {a}), (m3, {a})}, (UR(X), E) = {(m1, {a, b, c}), (m2, {a, b, 

c}), (m3, {a, b, c})} and (BR(X), E) = {(m1, {b, c}), (m2, {b, c}), (m3, {b, c})}. Now, {τR(X), U, 

E} = {∅, U, (LR(X), E), (UR(X), E), (BR(X), E)} is a soft nano topology on U and (τR(X), U, E) is 

a soft nano topological space. 

Let  (G, E)1 = {(m1,a{a}), (m2,a{a}), (m3,a{a})} 

     (G, E)2 = {(m1,a{b}), (m2,a{b}), (m3,a{b})} 

     (G, E)3 = {(m1,a{c}), (m2,a{c}), (m3,a{c})} 

     (G, E)4 = {(m1,a{d}), (m2,a{d}), (m3,a{d})} 

     (G, E)5 = {(m1,a{a, b}), (m2,a{a, b}), (m3,a{a, b})} 

     (G, E)6 = {(m1,a{a, c}), (m2,d{a, c}), (m3,s{a, c})} 

     (G, E)7 = {(m1,s{a, d}), (m2,d{a, d}), (m3,h{a, d})} 

     (G, E)8 = {(m1,f{b, c}), (m2,d{b, c}), (m3,d{b, c})} 

     (G, E)9 = {(m1,a{b, d}), (m2,e{b, d}), (m3,a{b, d})} 
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     (G, E)10 = {(m1,o{c, d}), (m2,a{c, d}), (m3,a{c, d})} 

     (G, E)11 = {(m1,a{a, b, c}), (m2,i{a, b, c}), (m3,i{a, b, c})} 

     (G, E)12 = {(m1,i{a, b, d}), (m2,i{a, b, d}), (m3,i{a, b, d})} 

     (G, E)13 = {(m1,i{a, c, d}), (m2,i{a, c, d}), (m3,i{a, c, d})} 

     (G, E)14 = {(m1,i{b, c, d}), (m2,i{b, c, d}), (m3,i{b, c, d})}. 

Here, ∅, U, (G, E)1, (G, E)8, (G, E)11 ∈ SNO(U, E) 

and ∅ , U, (G, E)2, (G, E)3, (G, E)4, (G, E)7, (G, E)9, (G, E)10, (G, E)12, (G, E)13, (G, E)14 ∈ 

WSNgC(U, E). 

Definition 3.3: Let (τR
*(X), Y, E) be a soft nano subspace of (τR(X), U, E). A soft subset (G, E) of 

Y is said to be WSNg-closed in (τR
*(X), Y, E) if and only if SNClY(SNIntY(G, E)) ⊆ (A, E) 

whenever (G,-E) ⊆ (A,-E) and (A, E) is soft-nano open in (τR
*(X), Y, E). The family of all WSNg-

closed-sets in (τR
*(X), Y, E) is denoted by WSNgC(Y, E). 

Example 3.4: In Example 3.2, if Y = {a, c, d}, then WSNgC(Y, E) ={∅, Y, {(m1,i{c}), (m2, {c}), 

(m3,i{c})}, {(m1,i{d}), (m2,i{d}), (m3,i{d})},  {(m1,i{a, d}), (m2, {a, d}), (m3,i{a, d})}, {(m1, {c, 

d}), (m2,i{c, d}), (m3,i{c, d})}}. 

Theorem 3.5: Every soft nano closed set in a soft nano topological space is WSNg-closed set. 

Proof: Let (F, E) be a soft nano closed set in (τR(X), U, E) and (F, E) ⊆ (A, E) with (A, E) ∈ 

SNO(U, E). We have, SNInt(F, E) ⊆ (F, E) ⊆ SNCl(F, E). Therefore, SNInt(F, E) ⊆ SNCl(F, E), 

which implies SNCl(SNInt(F, E)) ⊆ SNCl(SNCl(F, E)) = SNCl(F, E) = (F, E), as (F, E) is soft nano 

closed, that is, SNCl(SNInt(F, E)) ⊆ (F, E) ⊆ (A, E). Thus, SNCl(SNInt(F, E)) ⊆ (A, E). Hence, 

(F, E) is WSNg-closed. 

Remark 3.6: Every WSNg-closed set is not a soft nano closed in general. 

In Example 3.2, (G, E)2, (G, E)3, (G, E)9, (G, E)10, (G, E)12, (G, E)13 are WSNg-closed sets but are 

not soft nano closed. 

Theorem 3.7: Every soft nano g-closed set is WSNg-closed. 
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Proof: Let (F, E) be a soft nano g-closed set in (τR(X), U, E) and (F, E) ⊆ (A, E), (A, E) be a soft 

nano open set in (τR(X), U, E). Then SNInt(F, E) ⊆ SNCl(F, E) ⊆ (A, E), which implies 

SNCl(SNInt(F, E)) ⊆ (A, E). Hence, (F, E) is WSNg-closed. 

Remark 3.8: Every WSNg-closed set is not a soft nano g-closed in general. 

In Example 3.2, (G, E)2, (G, E)3 are WSNg-closed sets but are not soft nano g-closed. 

Theorem 3.9: If a soft subset (G, E) is WSNg-closed and (G, E) ∈ SNO(U, E) in (τR(X), U, E), 

then it is soft nano closed. 

Proof: Let (G, E) ∈ WSNgC(U, E) and (G, E) ∈ SNO(U, E). Then, SNCl(SNInt(G, E)) ⊆ (A, 

E) whenever (G, E) ⊆ (A, E) and (A, E) ∈ SNO(U, E). Since (G, E) ∈ SNO(U, E), we have, 

SNCl(SNInt(G, E)) ⊆ (G, E), implies, SNCl(G, E) ⊆ (G, E). But, (G, E) ⊆ SNCl(G, E) is always 

true. Thus, SNCl(G, E) = (G, E). 

Corollary 3.10: If a soft subset (G, E) is WSNg-closed and (G, E) ∈ SNO(U, E) in (τR(X), U, E), 

then it is both soft nano regular open and soft nano regular closed. 

Proof: From Theorem 3.9, (G, E) is soft nano closed. 

Since (G, E) is both soft nano open and soft nano closed, from [5] it follows that, SNInt(G, E) = 

(G, E) and SNCl(G, E) = (G, E). Therefore, SNInt(SNCl(G, E)) = (G, E) and SNCl(SNInt(G, E)) 

= (G, E). 

Corollary 3.11: If a soft subset (G, E) is WSNg-closed and (G, E) ∈ SNO(U, E) in (τR(X), U, E), 

then it is soft nano g-closed. 

Proof: The proof follows from the Theorem 3.9 and the result, every soft nano closed set is soft 

nano g-closed [7]. 

Theorem 3.12: If a soft subset (G, E) is both softinano semi open and WSNg-closed, then it is soft 

nano g-closed in (τR(X), U, E). 

Proof: SNCl(SNInt(G, E)) ⊆ (A, E) whenever (G, E) ⊆ (A, E) and (A, E) is soft nano open in 
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(τR(X), U, E) and (G, E) ⊆ SNCl(SNInt(G, E)). Therefore, SNCl(G, E) ⊆ SNCl(SNInt(G, E)) ⊆ 

(A, E). Hence, SNCl(G, E) ⊆ (A, E) whenever (G,-E) ⊆ (A,-E) and (A, E) is soft nanoiopen. 

Therefore, (G, E) isisoft nano g-closed. 

Theorem 3.13: If a soft subset (G, E) of (τR(X), U, E) is WSNg-closed then SNCl(SNInt(G, E)) – 

(G, E) contains no non-empty soft nano closed sets. 

Proof: Let (A, E) be soft nano closed in (τR(X), U, E) such that (A, E) ⊆ SNCl(SNInt(G, E)) – (G, 

E). Therefore, (A, E) ⊆ SNCl(SNInt(G, E)) ∩ (G, E) which implies (A, E) ⊆ SNCl(SNInt(G, 

E)) and (A, E) ⊆ (G, E). Therefore, (G, E) ⊆ (A, E), where (A, E)  ∈  SNO(U, E). Now, 

SNCl(SNInt(G, E)) ⊆ (A, E) as (G, E) is WSNg-closed. Thus, (A, E) ⊆ (SNCl(SNInt(G, E))), 

which implies, (A, E) ⊆ SNCl(SNInt(G, E)) ∩ (SNCl(SNInt(G, E))) = ∅. Hence, SNCl(SNInt(G, 

E)) – (G, E) contains no non-empty soft nano closed set. 

Theorem 3.14: If (G, E) is WSNg-closed set and (G, E) ⊆ (F, E) ⊆ SNCl(SNInt(G, E)), then (F, 

E) is also WSNg-closed. 

Proof: Let (F, E) ⊆ (A, E) and (A, E) be a soft nano open set. Then (G, E) ⊆ (A, E), where (A, E) 

is soft nano open. Since (G, E) is WSNg-closed, SNCl(SNInt((G, E)) ⊆ (A, E). Now, 

SNCl(SNInt(F, E)) ⊆ SNCl(F, E) ⊆ SNCl(SNInt(G, E)) ⊆ (A, E). Thus, SNCl(SNInt(F, E)) ⊆ (A, 

E) whenever (F, E) ⊆ (A, E) and (A, E) is soft nano open. 

Theorem 3.15: If (G, E) is soft nano pre-closed then it is WSNg-closed. 

Proof: Let (G, E) ⊆ (A, E) and (A, E) be a soft nano open set. Since (G, E) is soft nano pre-closed, 

SNCl(SNInt(G, E)) ⊆ (G, E). Therefore, SNCl(SNInt(G, E)) ⊆ (A, E) whenever (G, E) ⊆ (A, E) 

and (A, E) is softinano open. 

Remark 3.16: Every WSNg-closed set is not soft nano pre-closed in general. 
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Example 3.17: Let U = {a,ib,ic,id}, E = {m1,im2}, U/R = {{a,ib}, {c,id}} and X = {a} ⊆ U 

Then, (LR(X), E) = ∅, (UR(X), E) = {(m1, {a, b}), (m2, {a, b})}, (BR(X), E) = {(m1, {a, b}), (m2, 

{a, b})}. Now, {τR(X), U, E} = {∅, U, (LR(X), E), (UR(X), E), (BR(X), E)} is a soft nano topology 

on U and (τR(X), U, E) is a soft nano topological space. 

Here {(m1, {a,ib,ic}), (m2, { a,ib,ic})}, {(m1, {a,ib,id}), (m2, {a,ib,id})} ∈ WSNgC(U, E) but they 

are not soft nano pre-closed. 

Corollary 3.18: If (G, E) is soft nano regular closed then it is WSNg-closed. 

Proof: Let (G, E) ⊆ (A, E) and (A, E) be a soft nano open set. Since (G, E) is soft nano regular 

closed, SNCl(SNInt(G, E)) = (G, E). Therefore, SNCl(SNInt(G, E)) ⊆ (G, E) which implies, (G, 

E) is soft nano pre-closed. Hence, by Theorem 3.15, (G, E) is WSNg-closed. 

Remark 3.19: Every WSNg-closed set is not soft nano regular closed in general. 

In Example 3.2, (G, E)2, (G, E)3, (G, E)4, (G, E)9, (G, E)10, (G, E)12, (G, E)13 ∈ WSNgC(U, E) but 

they are not soft nano regular closed. 

Theorem 3.20: If (G, E)1, (G, E)2 ∈ WSNgC(U, E) in (τR(X), U, E),  then (G, E)1 ∩ (G, E)2 ∈ 

WSNgC(U, E). 

Proof: Let (G, E)1 ⊆ (A, E) and (G, E)2 ⊆ (B, E) and (A, E), (B, E) ∈ SNO(U, E). Since, (G, E)1, 

(G, E)2 ∈ WSNgC(U, E), we have, SNCl(SNInt(G, E)1) ⊆ (A, E) and SNCl(SNInt(G, E)2) ⊆ (B, 

E). Therefore, SNCl(SNInt(G, E)1) ∩ SNCl(SNInt(G, E)2) ⊆ (A, E) ∩ (B, E), which implies, 

SNCl(SNInt((G, E)1 ∩ (G, E)2)) ⊆ (A, E) ∩ (B, E) where (A, E) ∩ (B, E) is a soft nano open 

set containing (G, E)1 ∩ (G, E)2. Hence, (G, E)1 ∩ (G, E)2 ∈ WSNgC(U, E) . 

Remark 3.21: If (G, E)1 and (G, E)2 are WSNg-closed sets, then (G, E)1 ∪ (G, E)2 need not be 

WSNg-closed in general. 

In Example 3.2, {(m1, {b}), (m2, {b}), (m3, {b})} and {(m1, {c}), (m2, {c}), (m3, {c})} are WSNg-

closed sets but {(m1, {b, c}), (m2, {b, c}), (m3, {b, c})} is not WSNg-closed. 
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Theorem 3.22: Let (τR
*(X), Y, E) be a soft nano subspace of (τR(X), U, E). If a soft subset (G, E) 

of Y is WSNg-closed in (τR(X), U, E) then it is WSNg-closed in (τR
*(X), Y, E). 

Proof: Let (G, E) ⊆ (A, E) and (A, E) ∈ SNO(U, E). Then, SNCl(SNInt(G, E)) ⊆ (A, E). Also, 

since, (G, E) ⊆ (A, E) and (G, E) ⊆ Y, (G, E) ⊆ (A, E) ∩ Y where (A, E) ∩ Y is soft nano open 

in (τR
*(X), Y, E). Now, SNCl(SNInt(G, E)) ∩ Y ⊆ (A, E) ∩ Y, which implies, SNClY(SNIntY(G, 

E)) ⊆ (A, E) ∩ Y where (G, E) ⊆ (A, E) ∩ Y and (A, E) ∩ Y is soft nano open in (τ R
*(X), Y, 

E). Therefore, (G, E) is WSNg-closed in (τR
*(X), Y, E). 

 

4. WEAKLY SOFT NANO g-OPEN SETS 

Definition 4.1: A soft subset (G,iE) over U is said to be aiweakly softinano g-open (briefly WSNg-

open) set in (τR(X), U, E) if andionly if (G, E) is WSNg-closed. 

The family of all WSNg-open setsiover U is denoted by WSNgO(U, E). 

Example 4.2: In Example 3.2, WSNgO(U, E) = {∅, U, (G, E)1, (G, E)2, (G, E)3, (G, E)5, (G, E)6, 

(G, E)8, (G, E)11, (G, E)12, (G, E)13}. 

Definition 4.3: Let (τR
*(X), Y, E) be a soft nanoisubspace of (τR(X), U, E). A softisubset (G,iE) of 

Y is said to be WSNg-open in (τR
*(X), Y, E) if and only if (G, E) is WSNg-closed in (τR

*(X), Y, 

E). The family of all WSNg-open setsiin (τR
*(X), Y, E) is denoted by WSNgO(Y, E). 

Example 4.4: In Example 3.4, WSNgO(Y, E) = {∅, Y, {(m1, {a}),i(m2, {a}),i(m3, {a})}, {(m1, 

{c}),i(m2, {c}),i(m3, {c})},  {(m1, {a, c}),i(m2, {a, c}),i(m3, {a, c})}, {(m1,i{a, d}), (m2, {a, 

d}),i(m3, {a, d})}}.   

Proposition 4.5: Every soft nano open set (respectively soft nano g-open set) is WSNg-open but 

not conversely. 

In Example 3.2, (G, E)2, (G, E)3, (G, E)5, (G, E)6, (G, E)12, (G, E)13 are WSNg-open sets, but are 

not soft nano open. 
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Further, (G, E)12 and (G, E)13 are WSNg-open sets but not soft nano g-open. 

Theorem 4.6: If (G, E)1, (G, E)2 ∈ WSNgO(U, E) in a soft nano topological space (τR(X), U, E),  

then (G, E)1 ∪ (G, E)2 ∈ WSNgO(U, E). 

Proof: Let (G, E)1, (G, E)2 ∈  WSNgO(U, E). Then (G, E)1, (G, E)2 ∈  WSNgC(U, E). By 

Theorem 3.20, (G, E)1 ∩  (G, E)2 ∈  WSNgC(U, E), which implies, (G, E)1 ∪  (G, E)2 ∈ 

WSNgO(U, E). 

Remark 4.7: If (G, E)1 and (G, E)2 are WSNg-open sets, then (G, E)1 ∩ (G, E)2 need not be 

WSNg-open in general. 

In Example 3.2, {(m1, {a, c, d}), (m2, {a, c, d}), (m3, {a, c, d})} and {(m1, {a, b, d}), (m2, {a, b, 

d}), (m3, {a, b, d})} are WSNg-open sets but {(m1, {a, d}), (m2, {a, d}), (m3, {a, d})} is not WSNg-

open. 

 

5. WEAKLY SOFT NANO g-CLOSURE AND WEAKLY SOFT NANO g-INTERIOR 

Definition 5.1: Let (G, E) be any soft subset over U. Then weakly soft nano g-closure of (G, E) in 

(τR(X), U, E) is defined as the intersection of all weakly soft nano g-closed sets containing (G, E) 

and is denoted by WSNgCl(G, E). 

Thus, WSNgCl(G, E) = ∩ {(A, E): (A, E) ∈ WSNgC(U, E) and (G, E) ⊆ (A, E)}. 

Example 5.2: In Example 3.2, 

WSNgCl(G, E)1 = {(m1,i{a, d}), (m2,i{a, d}), (m3,i{a, d})} 

WSNgCl(G, E)2 = {(m1,i{b}), (m2,i{b}), (m3,i{b})} 

WSNgCl(G, E)3 = {(m1, {c}), (m2, {c}), (m3, {c})} 

WSNgCl(G, E)4 = {(m1, {d}), (m2, {d}), (m3, {d})} 

WSNgCl(G, E)5 = {(m1, {a, b, d}), (m2, {a, b, d}), (m3, {a, b, d})} 

WSNgCl(G, E)6 = {(m1, {a, c, d}), (m2, {a, c, d}), (m3, {a, c, d})} 

WSNgCl(G, E)7 = {(m1, {a, d}), (m2, {a, d}), (m3, {a, d})} 

WSNgCl(G, E)8 = {(m1, {b, c, d}), (m2, {b, c, d}), (m3, {b, c, d})} 
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WSNgCl(G, E)9 = {(m1, {b, d}), (m2, {b, d}), (m3, {b, d})} 

WSNgCl(G, E)10 = {(m1, {c, d}), (m2, {c, d}), (m3, {c, d})} 

WSNgCl(G, E)11 = U 

WSNgCl(G, E)12 = {(m1, {a, b, d}), (m2, {a, b, d}), (m3, {a, b, d})} 

WSNgCl(G, E)13 = {(m1, {a, c, d}), (m2, {a, c, d}), (m3, {a, c, d})} 

WSNgCl(G, E)14 = {(m1, {b, c, d}), (m2, {b, c, d}), (m3, {b, c, d})} 

WSNgCl(U) = U 

WSNgCl(∅) = ∅. 

Theorem 5.3: Let (G, E) be any soft subset of (τR(X), U, E). Then, 

i) WSNgCl(G, E) is a WSNg-closed set containing (G, E). 

ii) WSNgCl(G, E) is the smallest WSNg-closed set containing (G, E). 

iii) (G, E) is WSNg-closed if and only if (G, E) = WSNgCl(G, E). 

Proof: (i) Follows from the Definition 5.1 and Theorem 3.20. 

(ii) Let (B, E) be a WSNg-closed set containing (G, E). Then, ∩ {(A, E): (A, E) ∈ WSNgC(U, 

E) and (G, E) ⊆ (A, E)} ⊆ (B, E). That is, WSNgCl(G, E) ⊆ (B, E), which is true for all WSNg-

closed set (B, E) containing (G, E). Therefore, WSNgCl(G, E) is the smallest WSNg-closed set 

containing (G, E). 

(iii) From (i), we have, (G, E) ⊆ WSNgCl(G, E). Also, since (G, E) is WSNg-closed containing 

itselfiand WSNgCl(G, E) is the smallest WSNg-closed set containing (G, E), it follows that 

WSNgCl (G, E) ⊆ (G, E). Therefore, (G, E) = WSNgCl(G, E). 

Conversely, if (G, E) = WSNgCl(G, E). Since, WSNgCl(G, E) is a WSNg-closed set, we have, 

(G, E) is also a WSNg-closed set. 

Remarks 5.4: In (τR(X), U, E), for any two soft subsets (G, E)1 and (G, E)2 over U, the following 

results hold true  

(i) WSNgCl(U, E) = WSNgCl(U) = U. 

(ii) WSNgCl(∅, E) = WSNgCl(∅) = ∅. 
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(iii)If (G, E)1 ⊆ (G, E)2, then WSNgCl(G, E)1 ⊆ WSNgCl(G, E)2. 

(iv) WSNgCl(G, E)1 ∪ WSNgCl(G, E)2 ⊆ WSNgCl[(G, E)1 ∪ (G, E)2]. 

(v) WSNgCl[(G, E)1 ∩ (G, E)2] ⊆ WSNgCl(G, E)1 ∩ WSNgCl(G, E)2. 

Theorem 5.5: Let (G, E) be a soft subset over U, then (G, E) ⊆ WSNgCl(G, E) ⊆ SNCl(G, E). 

Proof: We know that (G, E) ⊆ WSNgCl(G, E) and (G, E) ⊆ SNCl(G, E). Suppose, WSNgCl(G, 

E) ⊈ SNCl(G, E), then there exist x ∈ WSNgCl(G, E) such that x   SNCl(G, E). Now, x ∈ 

WSNgCl(G, E) = ∩ {(A, E): (A, E) ∈ WSNgC(U, E) and (G, E) ⊆ (A, E)}, implies that x ∈ 

(A, E) for all WSNg-closed set (A, E) containing (G, E).       …(1)                

Also, x   SNCl(G, E) = ∩ {(B, E): (B, E) is a soft nano closed set and (G, E) ⊆ (B, E)}, implies 

that x   (B0, E) for some soft nano closed set (B0, E) containing (G, E). By Theorem 3.5, (B0, E) 

is a WSNg-closed set, which is a contradiction to (1). Therefore, WSNgCl(G, E) ⊆ SNCl(G, E) 

and hence (G, E) ⊆ WSNgCl(G, E) ⊆ SNCl(G, E). 

Definition 5.6: Let (G, E) be any soft subset over U. Then weakly soft nano g-interior of (G, E) in 

(τR(X), U, E) is defined as the union of all weakly soft nano g-open sets contained in (G, E) and is 

denoted by WSNgInt(G, E). 

Thus, WSNgInt(G, E) = ∪ {(A, E): (A, E) ∈ WSNgO(U, E) and (A, E) ⊆ (G, E)}. 

Example 5.7: In example 3.2, 

WSNgInt(G, E)1 = {(m1, {a}), (m2, {a}), (m3, {a})} 

WSNgInt(G, E)2 = {(m1, {b}), (m2, {b}), (m3, {b})} 

WSNgInt(G, E)3 = {(m1, {c}), (m2, {c}), (m3, {c})} 

WSNgInt(G, E)4 = ∅ 

WSNgInt(G, E)5 = {(m1, {a, b}), (m2, {a, b}), (m3, {a, b})} 

WSNgInt(G, E)6 = {(m1, {a, c}), (m2, {a, c}), (m3, {a, c})} 

WSNgInt(G, E)7 = {(m1, {a}), (m2, {a}), (m3, {a})} 
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WSNgInt(G, E)8 = {(m1, {b, c}), (m2, {b, c}), (m3, {b, c})} 

WSNgInt(G, E)9 = {(m1, {b}), (m2, {b}), (m3, {b})} 

WSNgInt(G, E)10 = {(m1, {c}), (m2, {c}), (m3, {c})} 

WSNgInt(G, E)11 = {(m1, {a, b, c}), (m2, {a, b, c}), (m3, {a, b, c})} 

WSNgInt(G, E)12 = {(m1, {a, b, d}), (m2, {a, b, d}), (m3, {a, b, d})} 

WSNgInt(G, E)13 = {(m1, {a, c, d}), (m2, {a, c, d}), (m3, {a, c, d})} 

WSNgInt(G, E)14 = {(m1, {b, c}), (m2, {b, c}), (m3, {b, c})} 

WSNgInt(U) = U 

WSNgInt(∅) = ∅. 

Theorem 5.8: Let (G, E) be any soft subset of (τR(X), U, E). Then, 

i) WSNgInt(G, E) is a WSNg-open set contained in (G, E). 

ii) WSNgInt(G, E) is the largest WSNg-open set contained in (G, E). 

iii) (G, E) is WSNg-open if and only if (G, E) = WSNgInt(G, E). 

Proof: (i) Follows from the Definition 5.6 and Theorem 4.6. 

(ii) Let (B, E) be a WSNg-open set contained in (G, E). Then, (B, E) ⊆ ∪ {(A, E): (A, E) ∈ 

WSNgO(U, E) and (A, E) ⊆ (G, E)}. That is, (B, E) ⊆ WSNgInt(G, E), which is true for all 

WSNg-open set (B, E) contained in (G, E). Therefore, WSNgInt(G, E) is the largest WSNg-open 

set contained in (G,-E). 

(iii) From (i), we have, WSNgInt(G, E) ⊆ (G, E). Also, since (G,-E) is a WSNg-open set contained 

in itself and WSNgInt(G,-E) is the largest WSNg-open set contained in (G,-E), it follows that (G,-

E) ⊆ WSNgInt(G,-E). Therefore, (G,-E) = WSNgInt(G,-E). 

Conversely, if (G,-E) = WSNgInt(G,-E). Since, WSNgInt(G,-E) is a WSNg-open set, we have, 

(G, E) is also a WSNg-open set. 

Remarks 5.9: In (τR(X), U, E), for any two soft subsets (G, E)1 and (G, E)2 over U, the following 

results hold true: 
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i) WSNgInt(U, E) = WSNgInt(U) = U. 

ii) WSNgInt(∅, E) = WSNgInt(∅) = ∅. 

iii) If (G, E)1 ⊆ (G, E)2, then WSNgInt(G, E)1 ⊆ WSNgInt(G, E)2. 

iv) WSNgInt(G, E)1 ∪ WSNgInt(G, E)2 ⊆ WSNgInt[(G, E)1 ∪ (G, E)2]. 

v) WSNgInt[(G, E)1 ∩ (G, E)2] ⊆ WSNgInt(G, E)1 ∩ WSNgInt(G, E)2. 

Theorem 5.10: Let (G, E) be a soft subset over U, then SNInt(G, E) ⊆ WSNgInt(G, E) ⊆ (G, E). 

Proof: We know that SNInt(G, E) ⊆ (G, E) and WSNgInt(G, E) ⊆ (G, E). Suppose, SNInt(G, E) 

⊈ WSNgInt(G, E), then there exist x ∈ SNInt(G, E) such that x   WSNgInt(G, E). Now, x ∈ 

SNInt(G, E) = ∪ {(A, E): (A, E) a soft nano open set and (A, E) ⊆ (G, E)}, implies that x ∈ (A0, 

E) for some soft nano open set (A0, E) contained in (G, E).         …(1)                

Also, x   WSNgInt(G, E) = ∪ {(B, E): (B, E) ∈ WSNgO(U, E) and (B, E) ⊆ (G, E)}, implies 

that x   (B, E) for any WSNg-open set (B, E) contained in (G, E). By Theorem 4.5, (A0, E) is a 

WSNg-open set, which is a contradiction to (1). Therefore, SNInt(G,-E) ⊆ WSNgInt(G,-E) and 

hence SNInt(G,-E) ⊆ WSNgInt(G, E) ⊆ (G,-E). 

Result 5.11: From theorems 5.5 and 5.10, we can conclude that, 

SNInt(G,-E) ⊆ WSNgInt(G,-E) ⊆ (G,-E) ⊆ WSNgCl(G,-E) ⊆ SNCl(G,-E). 

Definition 5.12: A soft subset (A, E) of a soft nano topological space (τR(X), U, E) is called a 

weakly soft nano g-neighbourhood (briefly WSNg-nbd) of a point x of U, if there exists a WSNg-

open set (B, E) such that x ∈ (B, E) ⊆ (A, E). 

Example 5.13: In Example 3.2, consider a ∈ U. A soft subset (A, E) = {(m1, {a, d}), (m2, {a, d}), 

(m3, {a, d})} of U is a WSNg-nbd of ‘a’. Because, there exist a WSNg-open set (B, E) = {(m1, 

{a}), (m2, {a}), (m3, {a})} such that a ∈ (B, E) ⊆ (A, E). 

Theorem 5.14: A soft subset of a soft nano topological space (τR(X), U, E) is WSNg-open if and 
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only if it is a WSNg-nbd of each of its points. 

Proof: Let (A, E) be a WSNg-open set and x ∈  (A, E). Now, (A, E) is a WSNg-open set 

containing x. Therefore, a ∈ (A, E) ⊆ (A, E), for any arbitrary point x of (A, E). Hence, (A, E) is 

a WSNg-nbd of each of its points. 

Conversely, let (A, E) be a WSNg-nbd of each of its points. Therefore, (A, E) is a WSNg-open 

set containing each of its points, that is, (A, E) is WSNg-open. 

Definition 5.15: Let (A, E) be a soft subset of a soft nano topological space (τR(X), U, E). Then a 

soft subset (B, E) of (τR(X), U, E) is said to be a WSNg-nbd of (A, E), if there exist a WSNg-open 

set (G,-E) such that (A, E) ⊆ (G,-E) ⊆ (B, E). Note that, (B, E) is a WSNg-nbd of (A, E) if and 

only if it is a WSNg-nbd of all points of (A, E). 

Example 5.16: In Example 3.2, consider (A, E) = {(m1, {d}), (m2, {d}), (m3, {d})}. Then (B, E) 

= {(m1, {a, b, d}), (m2, {a, b, d}), (m3, {a, b, d})} is a WSNg-nbd of (A, E). 

Definition 5.17: A point x ∈ U is called a weakly soft nano g-interior (briefly WSNg-interior) 

point of a soft subset (A, E) of (τR(X), U, E) if and only if (A, E) is a WSNg-nbd of x, that is, there 

exist a WSNg-open set (B, E) such that x ∈ (B, E) ⊆ (A, E). 

Example 5.18: In Example 5.16, ‘a’ is a WSNg-interior point of (A, E) = {(m1, {a, d}), (m2, {a, 

d}), (m3, {a, d})}. 

Theorem 5.19: Let (A, E) be a soft subset of (τR(X), U, E). Then x ∈ WSNgCl(A, E) if and only 

if for any WSNg-nbd (Nx, E) of x in (τR(X), U, E), (A, E) ∩ (Nx, E) ≠ ∅. 

Proof: Let x ∈ WSNgCl(A, E) and (Nx, E) be a WSNg-nbd of x. Suppose, (A, E) ∩ (Nx, E) = ∅. 

Since (Nx, E) is a WSNg-nbd of x, there exist a WSNg-open set (Vx, E) in (τR(X), U, E), such that 

x ∈ (Vx, E) ⊆ (Nx, E). Therefore, (A, E) ∩ (Vx, E) = ∅, implies that (A, E) ⊆ (Vx, E). Since 

(Vx, E) is a WSNg-closed set containing (A, E), we have, WSNgCl(A, E) ⊆ (Vx, E). Now, x   

WSNgCl(A, E), which is a contradiction. Therefore, (A, E) ∩ (Nx, E) ≠ ∅. 
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Conversely, let (Nx, E) be a WSNg-nbd of x such that (A, E) ∩  (Nx, E) ≠ ∅ . Suppose, x   

WSNgCl(A, E). Then there exist a WSNg-closed set (F, E) containing (A, E) such that x   (F, 

E). Therefore, x ∈ (F, E), where (F, E) is a WSNg-open set. That is, (F, E) is a WSNg-nbd of x. 

By hypothesis, (A, E) ∩ (F, E) ≠ ∅, which is a contradiction to (A, E) ⊆ (F, E). Hence, x ∈ 

WSNgCl(A, E). 

Definition 5.20: A point x ∈ U is said to be a WSNg-limit point of a soft subset (A, E) of  (τR(X), 

U, E) if every WSNg-nbd of x contains at least one point of (A, E) other than x. 

Example 5.21: In Example 3.2, let (A, E) = {(m1, {a, b, c}), (m2, {a, b, c}), (m3, {a, b, c})} be a 

soft subset of (τR(X), U, E). Then b, c, d ∈ U are the WSNg-limit points of (A, E). 

 

CONCLUSION 

The concept of soft nano subspaces of soft nano topological spaces is very useful to construct 

further results in the domain of soft nano topological spaces. Also, the key result of the current 

work is, the class of WSNg-closed sets satisfies the property that 

SNInt(G,-E) ⊆ WSNgInt(G,-E) ⊆ (G,-E) ⊆ WSNgCl(G,-E) ⊆ SNCl(G,-E). 
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